Claire Trevor School of the Arts

B.A. Degree Requirements

DRAMA

2023-2024

18 Courses plus DRAMA 101
76-80 Units

DRAMA 10  Introduction to Theatre
*Must be taken in the first year; DRAMA 10 is a prerequisite for many Drama courses.

Select ONE course from:

- DRAMA 15  Performance Now
- DRAMA 20A  Culture in Performance
- DRAMA 20B  Culture in Performance
- DRAMA 20C  Culture in Performance
- DRAMA 30A  Acting

Select FIVE courses from:

- DRAMA 30B  Acting
- DRAMA 30C  Acting
- DRAMA 50A  Costume Design
- DRAMA 50B  Scenic Design
- DRAMA 50C  Lighting Design
- DRAMA 50D  Sound Design
- DRAMA 50E  Stage Management
*One course must be from DRAMA 50C, 50D, or 50E

DRAMA 101  Theatre Production
*4 units must be completed during the first year of residency
Freshmen must complete 8 units; transfer students with sophomore standing must complete 6 units; transfer students with junior or senior standing must complete 4 units.

Three Dramatic Literature courses:
*Selected from Drama 103-129 or 180

FOUR Drama electives from DRAMA 80, 100-195; Excluding DRAMA 101, 198, and 199: